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ABSTRACT
Processing-in-memory (PIM) minimizes data movement overheads
by placing processing units near each memory segment. Recent
PIMs employ processing units with a SIMD architecture. However,
kernels with random accesses, such as sparse-matrix-dense-vector
(SpMV) and sparse-matrix-sparse-vector (SpMSpV), cannot effec-
tively exploit the parallelism of SIMD units because SIMD’s ALUs
remain idle until all the operands are collected from local memory
segments (memory segment attached to the processing unit) or
remote memory segments (other segments of the memory).

For SpMV and SpMSpV, properly partitioning the matrix and
the vector among the memory segments is also very important.
Partitioning determines (i) how much processing load will be as-
signed to each processing unit and (ii) how much communication
is required among the processing units.

In this paper, first, we propose a highly parallel architecture
that can exploit the available parallelism even in the presence of
random accesses. Second, we observed that, in SpMV and SpMSpV,
most of the remote accesses become remote accumulations with
the right choice of algorithm and partitioning. The remote accu-
mulations could be offloaded to be performed by processing units
next to the destination memory segments, eliminating idle time
due to remote accesses. Accordingly, we introduce a dispatching
mechanism for remote accumulation offloading. Third, we propose
Hybrid partitioning and associated hardware support. Our parti-
tioning technique enables (i) replacing remote read accesses with
broadcasting (for only a small portion of data that will be read by all
processing units), (ii) reducing the number of remote accumulations,
and (iii) balancing the load.

Our proposed method, Gearbox, with just one memory stack,
delivers on average (up to) 15.73× (52×) speedup over a server-class
GPU, NVIDIA P100, with three stacks of HBM2 memory.
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1 INTRODUCTION
In current computing systems, the latency and energy consump-
tion of fetching data from off-chip memory can be 2-3 orders of
magnitude higher than an arithmetic operation [23]. Processing-in-
memory (PIM) architectures alleviate this data movement overhead
by placing processing units near memory segments (banks or sub-
arrays) [21, 30, 32, 35].

SpMV and SpMSpV are essential computational kernels that are
widely used andmemory-intensive (requiring few computations per
loaded datum from memory). The generalized forms of SpMV and
SpMSpV, where the multiplication and addition can be replaced by
other operations, appear in many important application domains
such as machine learning (e.g., Support Vector Machine and Sparse
K-Nearest Neighbor) and graph processing (e.g., Page Rank) [9, 41,
42].

Due to SpMV and SpMSpV kernels’ memory-bound nature and
widespread applications in various domains, they are natural can-
didates for PIM acceleration. Adding support for these kernels to
PIM-based accelerators can boost such applications’ performance,
expand the market for PIM, and increase vendors’ motivation in
PIM investment.

However, existing PIM architectures often are only optimized for
regular kernels by providing high parallelism using SIMD units [24,
30] or bit-level parallelism [21, 35]. In this paper, we introduce a PIM
architecture that provides high parallelism for SpMV and SpMSpV.
Later, we demonstrate that our proposed architecture outperforms
SIMD approaches for regular kernels as well.

There are two major approaches for SpMV and SpMSpV: i) row-
oriented or matrix-driven approach (Figure 1(a)), and ii) column-
oriented or vector-driven approach (Figure 1(b)). The row-oriented
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Figure 1: The row-oriented approach processes all rows,
whereas the column-oriented approach processes only the
columns corresponding to the non-zero entries of the input
vector. In (b), the input vector is transposed to illustrate the
relation between non-zero entries of the input vector and
the processed (activated) columns of the matrix.

approach requires processing every non-zero element of the input
matrix for both SpMV and SpMSpV. On the other hand, for SpM-
SpV, the column-oriented approach processes only the columns
corresponding to the non-zero entries of the input vector. We refer
to these columns and their non-zero entries as activated columns
and activated entries. As a result, the column-oriented approach is
more efficient for SpMSpV [8].

While the column-oriented approach is common in GPU, CPU,
FPGA, and ASIC solutions for SpMSpV [11, 26, 27, 38, 41, 42, 49, 53,
54, 59], none of the prior bank-level or subarray-level PIM-based
SpMV accelerators [9, 52] have implemented column-oriented pro-
cessing. To maximize the benefits of column-oriented processing,
we need to address two issues: i) random accesses to remote mem-
ory segments and ii) power-law column length distribution.

Random accesses to remote memory segments:
Processing SpMV and SpMSpV in PIM requires the compressed

matrix, the input vector, and the output vector to be partitioned
among memory segments. With both row-oriented and column-
oriented approaches, the processing units near each segment re-
quire access to data that is stored in another memory segment. For
example, in Figure 2 (a), one of the multiplication and addition
required for generating 𝑂𝑢𝑡𝑝𝑢𝑡 [3] is 𝑂𝑢𝑡𝑝𝑢𝑡 [3] += 𝑀𝑎𝑡𝑟𝑖𝑥 [3, 0] ∗
𝐼𝑛𝑝𝑢𝑡 [0]. However, Figure 2 (a) shows that 𝐼𝑛𝑝𝑢𝑡 [0] and𝑀𝑎𝑡𝑟𝑖𝑥 [3, 0]
reside in Subarray 1 (S1), but 𝑂𝑢𝑡𝑝𝑢𝑡 [3] resides in Subarray 2 (S2).
Therefore, the processing unit in S1 does the multiplication part
(𝐼𝑛𝑝𝑢𝑡 [0] ∗𝑀𝑎𝑡𝑟𝑖𝑥 [3, 0]) locally but has to access Subarray 2 (S2)
to write the result of multiplication in 𝑂𝑢𝑡𝑝𝑢𝑡 [3].

The remote write accesses are remote accumulations that do
not require any mechanism for enforcing the order of operations.
Therefore, the result of multiplications can be sent to be accumu-
lated in the destination memory segment. For example, S1 can send
the multiplication result to S2 to be added to 𝑂𝑢𝑡𝑝𝑢𝑡 [3] in S2 and
continue processing another multiplication and do not need to wait
until the accessed operand arrives from a remote memory segment.
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Figure 2: Remote accumulations and load imbalance. (a)With
column-oriented partitioning, long columns cause load im-
balance and many remote accumulations. (b) With Hybrid
Partitioning, long column entries cause no remote accumu-
lation and no load imbalance.

Accordingly, we propose Accumulation dispatching. In this mech-
anism, one dedicated subarray in every bank acts as a dispatcher
for remote accumulations. Without the dispatcher, each remote
accumulation would interrupt the normal processing of the pro-
cessing unit in the remote subarray. The dispatcher collects all the
remote accumulations and sends them to their destination once
the destination subarray’s processing ends. This solution sacrifices
only 6% of capacity. In Section 7.3, we evaluate an alternative albeit
impractical approach.

Power-law column length distribution:
Real-world sparse matrices’ column lengths follow the power-law

distribution [19]. That means most of the rows/columns contain
very few non-zero entries (referred to as short rows/columns), while
the remaining row/columns have orders of magnitude higher num-
bers of non-zero entries (referred to as long rows/columns). The nat-
ural way of partitioning a matrix for the column-oriented approach
is to assign a few full columns to each memory segment, where the
input entries that activate these columns reside. However, with a
power-law column length distribution, this partitioning causes load
imbalance, because the processing unit of the subarray that has a
long column has to perform many more multiplications than other
processing units, whenever this long column gets activated. We
also observed that, with naive column-oriented partitioning, most
of the remote accumulations are due to long columns.

To address these issues, we propose Hybrid partitioning scheme
that treats short and long columns differently. We partition the
short columns in a normal column-oriented way and store a full
short column in one memory segment. However, we distribute
the long columns’ non-zero entries among all memory segments,
so that each non-zero entry and its corresponding entry in the
output vector reside in the same memory segment. We also propose
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hardware support for our proposed partitioning technique. To lower
the overhead of our hardware support, we reorder the matrix so
that the long columns/rows are the first columns/rows of the matrix
and their index is lower than a threshold. As a result, distinguishing
the indexes corresponding to these long columns and long rows
can be implemented using a comparator and a latch that holds the
threshold.

Figure 2 (b) shows that with Hybrid partitioning, the long column
no longer causes any remote accumulation, since𝑀𝑎𝑡𝑟𝑖𝑥 [3 : 5, 0]
and 𝑂𝑢𝑡𝑝𝑢𝑡 [3 : 5] reside in the same subarray. This partition-
ing also alleviates load imbalance, because all processing units
co-operate on processing an activated long column.

With Hybrid partitioning, for multiplications, all subarrays need
to access the input vector entries that activate long columns. We
place these entries in the logic layer (one of the layers in 3D stack
memories, introduced in Section 2) and broadcast them to all sub-
arrays. For example, in Figure 2 (b), we place 𝐼𝑛𝑝𝑢𝑡 [0] in the logic
layer.

Based on these two key ideas, we propose Gearbox, which adds
efficient hardware supports for column-oriented processing to PIM-
based accelerators. We use Fulcrum [32] as the baseline PIM archi-
tecture for Gearbox. Fulcrum places one lightweight single-word
processing unit at every two subarrays to achieve high parallelism.
The subarray-level single-word processing allows parallel and in-
dependent access per single-word ALU. Therefore, unlike SIMD
approaches, the ALUs do not have to wait for all the operands
to be collected. However, Fulcrum [32] only supports sequential
accesses. It does not support local random accesses (i.e., random
access within the same subarray) and remote accesses required by
the SpMV and SpMSpV kernels. We modify Fulcrum to add support
for a new important range of applications by enabling local random
accesses, as well as adding support for our proposed Accumulation
dispatching and Hybrid partitioning. Our support for local random
accesses, Accumulation dispatching, and Hybrid partitioning is pro-
grammable, enabling future works to map more irregular kernels
to our proposed architecture.

Our proposed method, Gearbox, with just one memory stack,
delivers on average (up to) 15.73× (52×) speedup over a server-class
GPU, NVIDIA P100, with three stacks of HBM2 memory. Note that
the P100 is not the state-of-the-art GPU and newer GPUs have
even more memory stacks. Compared to GPUs with more memory
stacks, Gearbox remains highly competitive in terms of speedup
per stack because Gearbox delivers on average 45× speedup per
stack compared to NVIDIA P100.

Gearbox also outperforms an ideal model of SpaceA [52], a PIM-
based SpMV accelerator that only supports row-oriented processing
(assuming no area overhead, perfect load balancing, and no penalty
for remote reads for SpaceA) by 58× (447×) per area.

Our paper makes the following contributions:
• Proposing a highly parallel architecture that can exploit the
parallelism for regular kernels, as well as SpMV and SpMSpV.

• Proposing the first in-memory-layer approach (near banks/sub-
arrays) that implements column-oriented processing, which is
more efficient than row-oriented processing.

• Proposing Hybrid partitioning to reduce remote accumulations
and alleviate load balancing.

• Proposing hardware support for remote accumulations and
Hybrid partitioning.

2 BACKGROUND
2.1 Memory hierarchy
Figure 3(a) illustrates a 3D stackedmemory, where a stack comprises
a few memory layers and may include a logic layer. Each memory
layer has several banks. Every two or four banks in a layer form
a group, and a through-silicon via (TSV) connects the groups in
different layers to form a vault.

A bank comprises several subarrays that are connected through
a shared global data line (GDL) (Figure 3(b)). To access one column
of the data from a bank, a subarray reads an entire row and stores
the row in a row-wide buffer, known as the row buffer. Then a
column decoder at the edge of each bank selects a column from
the row. The selected column traverses the GDL to reach the edge
of the bank. Memories vary in row width and column width. We
choose memory configurations with short rows (e.g., 2048 bits),
such as HMC [20, 32], because memory configurations with short
rows are more efficient for parallel row activations and random
accesses, where only a few words of a row are useful.
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Figure 3: Memory organization: (a) structure of layers and
banks, and (b) structure of subarrays.
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Figure 4: A sparse matrix in CSC and CSC_Pair format.

2.2 Sparse operations
We denote generalized matrix-vector multiplication as𝑂𝑢𝑡𝑝𝑢𝑡 [:] =
𝑀𝑎𝑡𝑟𝑖𝑥 [:, :] × 𝐼𝑛𝑝𝑢𝑡 [:], where 𝐼𝑛𝑝𝑢𝑡 [:] and 𝑂𝑢𝑡𝑝𝑢𝑡 [:] are vectors,
and 𝑀𝑎𝑡𝑟𝑖𝑥 [:, :] is a matrix. By “generalized”, we mean multipli-
cations and accumulations can be replaced by any other opera-
tion with similar properties (e.g., commutativity). In most applica-
tions, we need an extra step on the output vector 𝑓 𝑖𝑛𝑎𝑙𝑂𝑢𝑡𝑝𝑢𝑡 [:
] = 𝑂𝑢𝑡𝑝𝑢𝑡 [:] + 𝛼𝑦 [:], where 𝛼 is a scalar value and 𝑦 [:] is a vector.
The addition and multiplication in this step can also be replaced by
any other operation. We refer to this step as Applying.

Many applications can be formulated as SpMV and SpMSpV [9,
41, 42]. For example, Single-Source Shortest Paths (SSSP), a graph
processing application, can be formulated as SpMSpV, in which mul-
tiplication is replaced by addition, and the accumulation operation
is replaced by minimization.
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Figure 5: Column length distribution in real-world matrices (both x and y-axis are in log scale).

2.3 Sparse matrix representations
There are two main data representations for sparse matrices: (i)
compressed sparse rows (CSR) and (ii) compressed sparse columns
(CSC). CSC/CSR stores thematrix in three arrays containing: (i) non-
zero values (𝑉𝑎𝑙𝑢𝑒𝑠), (ii) row/column indices of non-zero values
(𝐼𝑛𝑑𝑒𝑥𝑒𝑠), and (iii) offsets (𝑂𝑓 𝑓 𝑠𝑒𝑡𝑠) that refer to the positions of
the start of the columns/rows in both 𝑉𝑎𝑙𝑢𝑒𝑠 and 𝐼𝑛𝑑𝑒𝑥𝑒𝑠 arrays.

CSC representation is more efficient for column-oriented pro-
cessing, as it has the position of the start of each column. We can
pair the 𝑉𝑎𝑙𝑢𝑒𝑠 and 𝐼𝑛𝑑𝑒𝑥𝑒𝑠 arrays into one array (CSC_Pair), as
shown in Figure 4.

3 MOTIVATION AND KEY IDEAS
3.1 Support for column-oriented processing

using accumulation dispatching
Figure 6 shows that the column-oriented algorithm only processes
the columns that correspond to non-zero entries of the input vec-
tor. Therefore, column-oriented processing operates on the sparse
format of the input vector (lines 4-5). We refer to this format of
the input vector as the frontier (line 5, currFrontier in Figure 6).
Column-oriented processing also requires random access to the
output vector (lines 20-21). When we partition the matrix and the
input/output vectors among memory segments, the accumulation
in line 21 can be remote or local. For example, in Figure 6, con-
sider a subarray containing 𝑀𝑎𝑡𝑟𝑖𝑥 [:, 𝑗 : 𝑘], 𝐼𝑛𝑝𝑢𝑡 [ 𝑗 : 𝑘], and
𝑂𝑢𝑡𝑝𝑢𝑡 [ 𝑗 : 𝑘]. In line 21, if 𝑗 ≤ 𝑟𝑜𝑤_𝑖𝑛𝑑𝑒𝑥 ≤ 𝑘 , the accumulation
is a local accumulation. Otherwise, it is a remote accumulation.

Input: 1 
    CSC_offsets[0:n] 2 
    CSC_Pair[0: numNonZeros(Matrix)*2-1], 3 
    //pair sparse format of the input vector 4 
    currFrontier[0: numNonZeros(Input)*2-1] 5 
Output: 6 
    OutputDense[0:n-1]=0 7 
    numOutputNonZeros=0 8 
    //pair sparse format of the output vector 9 
    nxtFrontier[0: 2*n-1]            10 
//processing only columns corresopnding to non-zeros of the input 11 
for (i=0; i< numNonZeros(Input)*2; i+=2): 12 
    f_column= currFrontier[i] 13 
    f_value= currFrontier[i+1] 14 
    col_offset= CSC_offsets[f_column] 15 
    col_length= CSC_offsets[f_column+1]-CSC_offsets[f_column] 16 
    for (j=0; j< col_length; j+=2): 17 
   row_index= CSC_Pair[col_offset +j]; 18 

  row_value= CSC_Pair[col_offset+j+1]   19 
   //random write to the output vector 20 
        OutputDense[row_index]+= row_value * f_value 21 
//generating the sparse format of the output vector 22 
for (i=0; i<n, i++): 23 
    If(OutputDense[i]!=0): 24 

  t= numOutputNonZeros*2 25 
   nxtFrontier[t]= i 26 
        nxtFrontier[t+1]= OutputDense[i]  27 
   numOutputNonZeros++ 28 

Figure 6: The column-oriented algorithm.

Key idea 1: Accordingly, we add hardware support for distin-
guishing remote accumulations from local accumulations by placing
a comparator and two latches that hold the range of index of lo-
cal accumulations. We also propose a mechanism for dispatching
remote accumulations, Accumulation dispatching. In this mecha-
nism, one specialized subarray in every bank acts as a dispatcher
for the remote accumulations. We elaborate on the details of this
mechanism in Section 4.
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Figure 7: An extra optimization that replicates the output
vector entries corresponding to long rows/columns in each
subarray.
3.2 Reducing remote accumulations and

balancing the load by supporting Hybrid
partitioning

Figure 5 shows the column length distribution of our evaluated
datasets, where the x-axis (log scale) shows the column length and
the y-axis is the percentage of columns within that range. This
figure demonstrates that there are only a few long columns, but
they are orders of magnitude longer than the other columns. Same
goes for the long rows. We refer to the top 𝑋% (e.g., 0.01%) of
columns/rows as long columns/rows. This threshold is configurable
in our architecture.

Figure 2 (a) in Section 1 demonstrates that, with column-oriented
partitioning, where each subarray has a few full columns, the long
columns can cause many remote accumulations and significant load
imbalance among processing units.

Key idea 2: Given these observations, to both balance the load
and reduce the number of remote accumulations, we propose Hy-
brid partitioning. Figure 2 (b), in Section 1, illustrates that Hybrid
partitioning treats short and long columns differently. We partition
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Figure 8: Overall architecture. In (a), the circles are subarrays, the rectangles are banks, and the pentagons are switches.

the short columns in a column-oriented way but divide the long
columns among all subarrays. Consequently, each part of a long
column resides in the same subarray in which its corresponding
part of the output vector resides, eliminating remote accumulations.
Furthermore, all subarrays cooperate for processing long columns,
alleviating the load imbalance.

In iterative algorithms, the output vector becomes the input
vector of the next iteration. Therefore, in the next iteration, all
subarrays for multiplication require accessing the output vector
entries that activate a long column. We place the output vector
entries corresponding to long columns in the logic layer. In the
subsequent iterations, we broadcast these entries to all subarrays.
Since there are only a few activated long columns in each iteration,
the broadcasting imposes negligible overhead. The overhead is
evaluated in Section 7.4.

Real-wordmatrices may also contain a few long rows. Figure 7 (a)
shows that these long rows can trigger many remote accumulations.
To reduce this remote accumulation overhead, we also place the
output entries corresponding to the long rows in the logic layer.
The logic layer provides more efficient random accesses, since it
has SRAMs.

To implement Hybrid partitioning, our subarray-level processing
units should be able to distinguish among input/output entries
corresponding to the long columns. We reorder the matrix so that
the long columns/rows of the matrix and their index are lower
than a threshold. As a result, we can implement this distinction
by using a comparator and a latch that keeps the index of the
last long column/row. Section 6 explains that this one-time cost is
acceptable [17, 19, 52, 57, 60].

To furtherminimize the overhead of accumulation of long column-
s/rows, we added an optional optimization, where we replicate the
output vectors corresponding to the long columns/rows in all sub-
arrays. Then we accumulate the long rows, first locally in each
subarray and then in the logic layer (Figure 7 (b)). If we choose
0.01% of rows/column as long rows/columns, the capacity overhead
of this technique stays below 1.7%.

4 PROPOSED ARCHITECTURE
We use Fulcrum[32] as the baseline PIM-based architecture. Moti-
vated by characteristics of memory-intensive applications, where

there are few simple operations per loaded datum from memory,
Fulcrum places one simplified sequential processing unit per pair
of subarrays. Each subarray-level processing unit (SPU) has a few
registers, an 8-entry instruction buffer, a controller, and an ALU. In
Fulcrum, every pair of subarray has three row-wide buffers, called
Walkers. The Walkers load an entire row from the subarray at once,
but the processing units sequentially access and process one word
at a time. The sequential access is enabled by using a one-hot-
encoded value, where the set bit in this value selects the accessed
word. Therefore, to sequentially process the row, the processing
unit only needs to shift the one-hot encoded value.

We chose Fulcrum because it is more flexible and more efficient
than bank-level SIMD approaches for three reasons [34]. First, the
three Walkers enable three concurrent sequential accesses. Second,
Fulcrum can exploit the parallelism for operations with data depen-
dency because Fulcrum processes row-wide buffers sequentially.
Third, Fulcrum can efficiently exploit the parallelism for operations
with branches because each subarray has an 8-entry instruction
buffer that allows each ALU to perform a different operation inde-
pendently.

However, Fulcrum can only support sequential accesses and is
inefficient for irregular kernels that require random accesses, com-
munications among subarrays, or load balancing. In this paper, we
(i) modify the sequential access mechanism of Fulcrum to enable lo-
cal random accesses, (ii) add in-memory-layer interconnection and
a dispatching mechanism to enable remote accumulations, and (iii)
add ISA and hardware support for our proposedHybrid partitioning,
which minimizes communications among subarrays and provide
hardware support for load balancing. Our modifications add only
10.93% area overhead to Fulcrum but enable exploiting the high
parallelism of Fulcrum for a new range of important applications.

Figure 8 illustrates our proposed architecture, which is based
on 3D-stacked memories. Similar to prior works [15, 32], every
vault has a simple in-order core with a 32KB SRAM scratchpad
underneath it, in the logic layer. A ring interconnection topology
(Figure 8 (a)) connects the banks in each memory layer. Subar-
rays within a bank are connected through a line interconnection
topology (Figure 8 (b)).
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Figure 9: A walk-through example for 𝐶 [𝐴[𝑖]] += 𝐵 [𝑖] with four instructions.

As shown in Figure 8 (b), we have two types of SPUs. Subarrays
closest to the ring interconnect contain Dispatcher SPUs. Other
subarrays contain Compute SPUs.

The logic layer components launch a kernel (or one step of a
kernel) by broadcasting at most 8 instructions to all Compute and
Dispatcher SPUs and loading new values from each subarray to the
associated latches.

In this section, we elaborate on the role of each part of our archi-
tecture, using a simple kernel, 𝐶 [𝐴[:]] += 𝐵 [:]. At a high level, a
Compute SPU reads the 𝑖𝑡ℎ entry of array𝐴[:], compares this entry
against three latches, and processes the accumulation differently
based on the result of this comparison. These three latches are
𝐹𝑖𝑟𝑠𝑡𝐿𝑜𝑐𝑎𝑙3, 𝐿𝑎𝑠𝑡𝐿𝑜𝑐𝑎𝑙3, and 𝐿𝑎𝑠𝑡𝐿𝑜𝑛𝑔3. If 𝐹𝑖𝑟𝑠𝑡𝐿𝑜𝑐𝑎𝑙3 ≤ 𝐴[𝑖] ≤
𝐿𝑎𝑠𝑡𝐿𝑜𝑐𝑎𝑙3, the accumulation is a local accumulation. If 0 ≤ 𝐴[𝑖] ≤
𝐿𝑎𝑠𝑡𝐿𝑜𝑛𝑔3, the accumulation is again a local accumulation but on
the replicated part, 𝐶 [0 : 𝐿𝑎𝑠𝑡𝐿𝑜𝑛𝑔3]. Otherwise, the accumulation
is a remote accumulation. In this case, the Compute SPU sends the
index-value pair (𝐴[𝑖] and 𝐵 [𝑖]) to the Dispatcher.

We use this simple example to introduce our modifications to
Walkers, provide a walk-through example, and explain the role of
Dispatchers. In the end, we elaborate on the details of the instruction
format.

4.1 Walkers and indirect accesses
PIM targets memory-intensive applications that process large ar-
rays. In our architecture, each Walker read from or write to one of
these large arrays. The Start1/2/3, shown in Figure 8 (c), determine
the row address. The End1/2/3 latches determine the end address
of the arrays associated with Walker1/2/3, respectively.

For example, Walker1 loads one row from 𝐴[:]. Then, the con-
troller accesses the row one word at a time by shifting the one-hot-
encoded value of Walker1. Once the set bit in the one-hot-encoded
value reaches the last position, the controller loads a new row from
array 𝐴[:].

In our previous example, however, the array 𝐶 [:] was being
accessed randomly using 𝐴[:]’s entries. When an array is the index
of another array, the access is called an indirect access. To enable
indirect accesses, we add two fields to the instruction format that
determine which register contains the index of the indirect access
andwhichWalker should be used for loading the row containing the

accessed word. Our controller derives the row address and column
address using the index. To select the accessed word from the row,
we shift the one-hot-encoded value and increment a counter until
the counter equals the column address. To hide the overhead of
shifting, we overlap loading a new row into the Walker and shifting
the one-hot-encoded value and use the sub-clock, introduced in [32].
This simple modification enables parallel and independent random
access per ALU in the accelerator, enabling applications with high
access divergence.

4.2 A walk-through example
Figure 9 illustrates a walk-through example of how our architecture
processes the first step of 𝐶 [𝐴[𝑖]]+ = 𝐵 [𝑖], using four instructions.
The Compute SPUs iterate over these instructions for each entry
of 𝐴[:] and 𝐵 [:].

Figure 9 1 shows the pseudo format of instruction[0], and Fig-
ure 9 2 illustrates the operation performed by instruction[0]. With
this instruction, the Compute SPUs load one word from Walker1
into𝑊𝑎𝑙𝑘𝑒𝑟1𝑅𝑒𝑔 and one word from Walker2 into𝑊𝑎𝑙𝑘𝑒𝑟2𝑅𝑒𝑔.
With instruction[1], as shown in Figures 9 3 and 4 , the SPU
moves𝑊𝑎𝑙𝑘𝑒𝑟2𝑅𝑒𝑔 to 𝑟𝑒𝑔1 and compares the𝑊𝑎𝑙𝑘𝑒𝑟1𝑅𝑒𝑔 against
the three latches (𝐹𝑖𝑟𝑠𝑡𝐿𝑜𝑐𝑎𝑙3, 𝐿𝑎𝑠𝑡𝐿𝑜𝑐𝑎𝑙3, and 𝐿𝑎𝑠𝑡𝐿𝑜𝑛𝑔3). If
𝐹𝑖𝑟𝑠𝑡𝐿𝑜𝑐𝑎𝑙3 ≤ 𝑊𝑎𝑙𝑘𝑒𝑟1𝑅𝑒𝑔 ≤ 𝐿𝑎𝑠𝑡𝐿𝑜𝑐𝑎𝑙3, the Compute SPU de-
rives the row address and column address of 𝐶 [𝑊𝑎𝑙𝑘𝑒𝑟2𝑅𝑒𝑔], us-
ing Start3 latch. If 0 ≤𝑊𝑎𝑙𝑘𝑒𝑟1𝑅𝑒𝑔 ≤ 𝐿𝑎𝑠𝑡𝐿𝑜𝑛𝑔3, the row address
is derived using the 𝐿𝑜𝑛𝑔𝑆𝑡𝑎𝑟𝑡3 latch that stores the start of the
replicated part of 𝐶 [:] (i.e., 𝐶 [0 : 𝐿𝑎𝑠𝑡𝐿𝑜𝑛𝑔3]). Using the indirect
mechanism that we explained in the previous subsection, SPU loads
𝐶 [𝑊𝑎𝑙𝑘𝑒𝑟1𝑅𝑒𝑔] into𝑊𝑎𝑙𝑘𝑒𝑟3𝑅𝑒𝑔. If the accumulation is a remote
accumulation, the controller places the index and the value stored in
Reg1 andWalker1Reg on the line interconnection’s port (DownPort
in Figure 8 (c)) and returns to instruction[0].

Otherwise, Instruction[2], as shown in Figures 9 5 and 6 , per-
forms the accumulation (𝑊𝑎𝑙𝑘𝑒𝑟3𝑅𝑒𝑔 += 𝑅𝑒𝑔1).

Instruction[3], as shown in Figure 9 7 , writes the𝑊𝑎𝑙𝑘𝑒𝑟3𝑅𝑒𝑔
register to the Walker3, loads one word from Walker1 into
𝑊𝑎𝑙𝑘𝑒𝑟1𝑅𝑒𝑔, loads one word from Walker2 into𝑊𝑎𝑙𝑘𝑒𝑟2𝑅𝑒𝑔, and
returns to Instruction[1]. The controller iterates over these instruc-
tions until all A[i] entries are processed.
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4.3 Dispatcher and the bank-level switch
The Dispatcher SPUs are located in the subarrays closest to the ring
interconnect (Figure 8 (c)). They are primarily responsible for rout-
ing remote accumulation packets. To assist in packet forwarding,
the Dispatcher SPUs contain a switch that keeps the range of the
indexes assigned to its bank and its layer in corresponding latches.

In our previous example, the Compute SPUs send any non-local
index-value pairs to the Dispatcher in the bank. When the Dis-
patcher receives an index-value pair, if the index belongs to its
bank, the Dispatcher loads the index-value pair in one of its walk-
ers. If the index-value pair belongs to the same memory layer, the
Dispatcher places it on the ring interconnection’s port. Otherwise,
the Dispatcher forwards the index-value pair to a different memory
layer via TSVs. As a result, multiplications and local accumulations
are overlapped with sending remote accumulations.

After the multiplication and local accumulation, to complete
the remote accumulations, we need two additional steps. In the
first step, the Dispatchers start sending the index-value pairs to
Compute SPUs in the same bank. In the second step, each Com-
pute SPU processes the received index-value pairs to perform the
final accumulation (using instructions that are very similar to the
instructions in the first step).

4.4 Maintaining the sparse format of the output
vector

In our example, we generated the dense format of the 𝐶 [:]. In it-
erative algorithms, 𝐶 [:] may be sparse and the input of another
step. A naive way of generating this sparse format is to process𝐶 [:]
sequentially and generate a list of indexes of non-zero values. Al-
though this step is sequential and highly efficient, when the output
vector is very sparse, this step can incur overhead for some appli-
cations. We eliminate this step by introducing a few fields in the
instruction format. Our controller detects the accumulations that
are changing a zero value and acts based on what is programmed
by the instruction. To make our support more general, instead of
checking only for zeros, we can check for any value. We refer to
these values as clean values. Different applications may benefit from
different clean-values (e.g., all-one value for integers or one of the
NaN value representations for floats). We add a latch that keeps this
clean-value indicator. Section 5 explains how we use this feature
for generating a sparse format of the output vector for SpMSpV.

4.5 Instruction format
Table 1 demonstrates the instruction format of our proposed ar-
chitecture and lists the bitwidth and description of each field. Our
instruction format allows two operations per instruction and con-
current read and write from/to Walkers. The IndirectAccSrc and
indirectAccDst fields enable programmable support for indirect
access. The LongEntryTreat field adds support for our Hybrid parti-
tioning. CheckCleanVal, CleanValIndxSrc, and CleanPairDst fields
enable generating a sparse format of the output vectors.

5 SPMSPVWALK-THROUGH
We can map SpMSpV to our architecture using the following steps.
Step1 (FrontierDistribution): In Section 2, we explained that the
sparse format of the input vector is called the frontier. In the first

Table 1: Instruction format of Gearbox

Instruction Width Description
NextPC1 3 bits

Program counter of the instructions.
NextPC2 3 bits
NextPC_Cond 4 bits Condition that selects between NexpPC1 or NextPC2 as the next

instruction.
DecLoop 1 bits decrement loop counter
OpCode1 4 bits

Opcode of the instructions.
OpCode2 4 bits
Src1Op1 3 bits

Sources of operation indicated by OpCode1
Src2Op1 3 bits
Src1Op2 3 bits

Sources of the operation indicated by OpCode2
Src2Op2 3 bits
ShiftCond1 3 bits

Condition under which the Walker’s one-hot-encoded value is shifted.ShiftCond2 3 bits
ShiftCond3 3 bits
ReadWrite1 1 bit

Read from or write to corresponding Walker.ReadWrite2 1 bit
ReadWrite3 1 bit
RegSrc 3 bits

Selects the source and the destination of a register transfer.
RegDst 4 bits
IndirectAccSrc 2 bits Register from which the index is read.
IndirectAccDst 2 bits Walker that loads the row for the indirect access.
LongEntryTreat 1 bit Determines how to treat long-activating indexes (reduce locally or

send downwards).
CheckCleanVal 1 bit Determines if ALU should check for a clean value
CleanIndexSrc 2 bits Determines the register containing the index of a clean value.
CleanPairDst 2 bits Determines whether the clean index should be loaded into a Walker

or sent to the Dispatcher.

iteration, we partition and distribute the frontier among subarrays.
In most algorithms, the first frontier is very small (e.g., one entry
for BFS). In iterative applications, the frontier is generated in pre-
vious iterations and already resides in subarrays in which their
corresponding columns reside, except for the output entries that
correspond to long row/columns, which reside in the logic layer. At
the start of each iteration, we broadcast the entries residing in the
logic layer to all subarrays and append them to the frontier array
in each subarray.

Input: 1 
    CSC_offsets[0:n] 2 
    //pair sparse format of the input vector 3 
    frontier[0: numNonZeros(Input)*2-1] 4 
Output: 5 
 pack[0: packLength-1] 6 
 packLength            7 
j=0; 8 
// pack frontier value with correponding column information 9 
for (i=0; i< numNonZeros(Input)*2; i=i+2): 10 
    index= frontier[i] 11 
    pack[j]= CSC_offsets[index] 12 
    pack[j+1]= CSC_offsets[index+1]-CSC_offsets[index] 13 
    pack[j+2]= frontier[i+1] 14 
    j=j+3 15 
packLength=j+1 16 
 17 

Figure 10: OffsetPacking.
Step2 (OffsetPacking): This step packs the column offset, col-
umn length, and the values from the frontier array that should be
multiplied in the column into a new array. Figure 10 shows the
pseudo-code of this step.
Step3 (LocalAccumulations): This step multiplies each value of
the frontier with its corresponding column. Figure 11 demonstrates
the pseudo-code of this step. In this step, if a clean value is being
updated, the clean value indicator and its row index will be sent to
the Dispatcher.
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Input:  1 
pack[0 : numNonZeros(Input)*3-1] 2 
CSC_Pair[0: numNonZeros(Matrix)*2-1] 3 

Output:  4 
OutputDense[0:n-1] 5 

OutputDense[:]=0 6 
for (i=0; i< numNonZeros(Input)*3; i=i+3): 7 
    offset=pack[i] 8 
    length= pack[i+1] 9 
    f_Value= pack[i+2]  10 
    for (j=0; j< length;j=j+2): 11 
   row_index= CSC_Pair[offset+j] 12 
        row_value= CSC_Pair[offset+j+1] 13 
        //the fisrt step for generating nxtFrontier 14 
        if(OutputDense[row_index]==0) 15 
  send (0,row_index) to the dispatcher 16 
        OutputDense[row_index] +=f_Value* row_value 17 

Figure 11: LocalAccumulations.

Step4 (Dispatching): In this step, the Dispatcher sends all the
stored entries (index-value pairs) to their destination subarrays.
Here, the Dispatcher’s Walker acts as a buffer.
Step5 (RemoteAccumulations): In this step, the SPU sequen-
tially processes index-value pairs received in the previous step and
performs the accumulations. Also, in this step, if the value in the
index-value pair is a clean-value indicator, the index of clean-value
is appended to the corresponding array.
step6 (Applying):This step processes the array containing the non-
zero indexes to generate the frontier for the next iteration, initializes
the output vector to clean indicators, and sends long-activating
entries to the logic layer to be reduced and applied there. It also
performs the apply operation (𝑓 𝑖𝑛𝑎𝑙𝑂𝑢𝑡𝑝𝑢𝑡 [:] = 𝑂𝑢𝑡𝑝𝑢𝑡 [:] +𝛼𝑦 [:],
which is explained in Section 2.

6 SOFTWARE STACK
PIM-based accelerators [21, 30, 32, 35] are most efficient for appli-
cations that can offload a large dataset to the accelerator once and
process any incoming input using the data stored in the accelerator.
For example, database tables, as well as matrices for deep learning,
graph, and classic machine learning applications, can be offloaded
to the accelerator once and used for processing many inputs.

In all these domains, the one-time cost of pre-processing and
data placement has typically been considered acceptable. For exam-
ple, in graph processing, several studies [17, 19, 52, 57, 60] propose
pre-processing techniques that improve the execution time. In ma-
chine learning applications, the pre-processing time is even more
negligible compared to the training cost.
Pre-processing: In Gearbox, we need to partition long columns
and replicate the column offset for each partition. To balance the
load, we randomize the order of columns assigned to a bank and
then reorder the matrix so that the long columns and long rows are
the first columns and rows of the matrix.
Data placement: For placing data, we use the offload paradigm.
Therefore, an API similar to CUDA’s API (cudaMemcpy()) manages
the data transfer. We allocate contiguous memory space for each
array in each subarray independently and then store the row ad-
dress of each array as metadata. Then, in each step, we load these
metadata in the Start and End latches (as shown in Figure 8 (c) and
(d)).

Programming model: Similar to Samsung’s PIM [29, 30], we are
relying on a library-based programming model, where a compiler
would link the kernels in computation graphs of a high-level frame-
work (such as TensorFlow). We will release our assembly library
for the evaluated kernels.
Scaling the proposed method for larger datasets:We evaluated
our approach using datasets that are as large as datasets evaluated
by prior works [7, 52, 57]. Gearbox provides high parallelism in one
stack. Therefore, unlike prior works[7, 52, 57], Gearbox does not
need multiple stacks for these dataset sizes. However, to extend the
architecture for larger datasets, we can use multiple stacks (4-16)
per device. To extend the capacity even more, we can connect mul-
tiple devices by NVLink3 and NVswitch [5] or similar inter-device
interconnection, which allows all-to-all device communications. To
extend the algorithm for multiple devices and multiple stacks, we
can partition the matrix into several blocks, where each block is
assigned to one stack. This technique is used by prior accelerators
with limited capacity [9, 22]. In this case, we require an additional
step that reduces the results of all blocks. NVLink supports col-
lective operations [3] (e.g., broadcast and allReduce operations)
that efficiently support the required inter-device communications
for our proposed method. We leave evaluations for multi-device
Gearbox as a future work.
Supporting kernels with more than three arrays or more
than eight instructions: SpMSpV is an example of a kernel that
requires more than three arrays. Since we have only three Walkers,
we break the first step of this algorithm into two steps, where each
step has three arrays. Given that in-memory-layer PIM-based accel-
erators with high parallelism target memory-intensive application,
with few instructions per loaded data, a few-entry instructions
buffer is enough. If a future work identifies a widely-used memory
intensive application that require more instruction buffer entries,
the instruction buffer can be extended at the cost of higher area
overhead. A software solution for mapping a kernel with more than
8 instructions is to break the algorithm into few steps, similar to
what we do for SpMSpV.
Handling corner cases: If the amount of remote accumulations
is high, the Dispatcher SPU in the LocalAccumulations step or a
Compute SPU in the Dispatching stepmay not find enough space for
storing the received index-value pairs. To address this issue, we add
a software-hardware-basedmechanism. Section 4 explains that each
Walker has an 𝐸𝑛𝑑 latch that indicates the end of its corresponding
array. When a Walker reaches the row address that is one less than
the row address of the 𝐸𝑛𝑑 latch, the SPU raises a signal that lets
the logic layer know that the reserved space is about to be full.
Then the logic layer controller stalls the senders (depending on the
step, could be the Compute SPUs or the Dispatchers) and initiates
the next step, making the array empty again.

7 EVALUATION
7.1 Methodology
Following prior works [7, 9, 22, 52, 57, 58], we evaluate Gearbox
using three graph algorithms and two sparse machine learning
kernels: Breadth-First Search (BFS), Page Rank (PR), Single-Source
Shortest Path (SSSP), Sparse K-Nearest neighbors (SPKNN), and
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Table 2: Configuration details for evaluated architectures

Component Parameters

GPU
Tesla P100 [1], 12 GB memory
3 HBM2 memory stacks at 549 GB/s
(183 GB/s per stack)

Ideal in-logic-layer GPU 512 GB/s per stack [7]

Gearbox

technology:22 nm, 32 vaults
32 subarray, open-bitline structure,
256 bytes per row, 64 banks per layer
8 memory layers, row cycle:50 ns, frequency:164
MHz
in-logic-layer components per vault:
4-32 kB SRAM, an ARM Cortex-A35 [15]
interconnection: 1.2 GHZ, 64 lane, latency: 0.8 ns
for each interconnection segment [20, 52]

Table 3: Evaluated datasets

Matrix Full name Rows Non-Zeros Density Size (Bytes)
Holly hollywood_2009 1139905 112751422 0.0086% 911,130,616
Orkut soc_orkut 2997166 212698418 0.0023% 1,725,564,672
Patent cit_Patents 3774768 33037896 0.00023% 294,501,312
Road road_usa 23947347 57708624 0.00001% 653,247,768
Twitter soc_twitter-2010 21297772 530051618 0.0001% 4,410,795,120
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Figure 12: Speedup of our final solution (GearboxV3) against
a GPU framework (Gunrock) and a prior work (SpaceA), av-
eraged over datasets. The values less than 100 represent slow-
down.

Support Vector Machine (SVM). We vary datasets to capture dif-
ferent characteristics of applications for different inputs. Table 3
introduces the datasets, which are real-world matrices from the
SuiteSparse matrix collection [14], and Table 2 lists the configura-
tions of the evaluated systems.

There is no established simulator for bank-level and subarray-
level computing with simplified processing elements, as these ap-
proaches are only recently getting popular. Therefore, we developed
an in-house event-accurate simulator for Gearbox and prior works.
Furthermore, we integrated our simulator with Gunrock [50] to
validate the algorithms. We further evaluate our simulator with
assertion testing and analytical evaluations. We developed the RTL
model of our SPUs in 14 nm technology and incorporated an over-
all penalty of 3.08× for processing in 22 nm DRAM. The penalty
incorporates the effect of larger technology node and other ineffi-
ciencies [28]. Consequently, we evaluated Gearboxwith a frequency

of 164MHZ. The frequency of interconnection and one-hot-encoder
shifter is 1.2 GHZ.

We evaluated latency, energy consumption, and area of memory
elements and interconnect elements using CACTI-3DD [10]. For the
breakdown of energy consumption of GPUs, we used Moveprof [4],
which is a tool based on integrating NVIDIA’s NVProf [6] and
GPUWattch [31].

7.2 Speedup
Figure 12 compares our proposed method (GearboxV3) against a
server-class GPU and a prior work, SpaceA [52]. Gearbox, with
just one memory stack, delivers on average (up to) 15.73× (52×)
speedup over a server-class GPU, NVIDIA P100, with three stacks
of HBM2 memory. Gearbox also outperforms an ideal model of
SpaceA [52], a PIM-based SpMV accelerator that only supports
row-oriented processing. However, SpaceA [52] reports only 4.86%
area overhead. Therefore, a fairer comparison is speedup per area.
Generously assuming no area overhead, perfect load balancing,
and no penalty for remote reads for SpaceA, Gearbox outperforms
SpaceA, on average (up to), by 58× (447×) per area. The speedup
over SpaceA stems from the fact that Gearbox provides higher
parallelism and efficient support for column-oriented processing.

Although we chose Fulcrum as the baseline architecture, the
two key ideas can enable column-oriented processing for all PIM
approaches. For example, we can add our hardware support for
our Hybrid partitioning by adding our latches and comparators to
spaceA. Similarly, we can add accumulation dispatching to SpaceA
and use the bank-level CAM in SpaceA for accumulating remote
results. Our ideas can speed up SpaceA by 3.4 times. Although it
is possible to add our ideas to SIMD bank-level architectures (e.g.,
Newton [24], and Samsung PIM [30]), these architectures require
additional modifications, such as in-memory-layer interconnection.

The speedup of Gearbox against GPU stems from three sources:
(i) higher internal bandwidth compared to GPU, (ii) lower overhead
for random accesses where only a few words out of a cache line
is useful, and (iii) inefficiency of SIMD units in GPU for irregular
applications.
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Figure 13: The effect of each optimization. Table 4 lists the
description of each Gearbox version.

7.3 The effect of each optimization
Figure 13 illustrates the effect of the proposed optimizations in
Gearbox. Table 4 lists the description of each version. GearboxV0 is
in fact Fulcrum+local indirect access. Although Fulcrum [32] paper
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Table 4: Each Gearbox version shown in Figure 13.

Description

GearboxV0
row-oriented processing+local random access for accessing a row+

broadcasting the frontier+
using sequential index matching for processing each row

GearboxV1 column-oriented processing+column-oriented partitioning+
our proposed Accumulation dispatching

HypoGearboxV2

column-oriented processing+our Accumulation dispatching+
an impractical partitioning

(partitioning the matrix with Hybrid partitioning
but placing the entire input and output array in the logic layer)

GearboxV2
column-oriented processing+Accumulation dispatching+

Hybrid partitioning
without replication long activating entries in each subarray

GearboxV3 column-oriented processing+reduction dispatching+
Hybrid partitioning+replicating long activating entries

reports speedup for SPMV, the density of thematrix evaluated in Ful-
crum is 20%, whereas the density of the evaluated matrix in Gearbox
is less than 0.001% (Table 3). Figure 13 shows that, for this density
range, GearboxV0 andGearboxV1 are three orders ofmagnitude and
two orders of magnitude slower than Gunrock, respectively. One
hypothetical version of Gearbox, HypoGearboxV2, which places
the entire input and output array in the logic layer, provides, on
average, 4.28× speedup compared to GPU. HypoGearboxV2 is not
practical, as SRAMs in the logic layer memory elements do not have
enough capacity for the entire input and output vector. GearboxV2,
on average, provides 12.48× speedup over GPU by placing only
long activating entries of the output/input vectors in the logic layer.
The SRAM capacity for this solution is (2∗𝑛× (4+4) ∗𝑃/100, where
n is the number of rows and P is the percentage of input/out entries
placed in the logic layer. For the evaluated datasets and 𝑃 of 0.01% ,
we need 34 KB SRAM in total in the logic layer. GearboxV3 is the
final version, whose performance is discussed in Section 7.2.

7.4 Execution time and energy breakdown
Figure 14 (a) shows the breakdown of execution time spent on each
of the six steps of the algorithm for GearboxV2 and GearboxV3.
Here, most of the execution time is spent on LocalAccumulations
and RemoteAccumulations. Step1 in this figure includes the over-
head of broadcasting of non-zero entries placed in the logic layer,
which is on average 1.1% of the total execution time.

Figure 14 (b) presents the breakdown of the energy consumption
of Gearbox, demonstrating that Gearbox reduces the energy con-
sumption, compared to GPU, on average (up to) by 97 (99)%. This
figure shows that in most applications, row activations are the ma-
jor source of energy consumption. The exception is SPKNN, where
the input vector and the output vector have many non-zero values
corresponding to the long columns/rows, increasing the energy
consumption of the operations in the logic layer.

7.5 Comparison against non-in-memory-layer
approaches

Figure 15 compares the speedup of Gearbox against three ideal
models. The ideal models only account for the overhead of data
movement and provide an upper bound for non-in-memory-layer
approaches. Figure 15 shows that Gearbox provides 7.94× (31×),
on average (up to), speedup per memory stack, compared to the
ideal model of a GPU. We also evaluated Gearbox against a purely
in-logic-layer approach under aggressive assumptions such as (i)
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Figure 14: Breakdown of execution time and energy

512 GB/s raw bandwidth, (ii) having enough parallelism to utilize
the raw bandwidth, and (iii) having 56 64 kB L1 and 4 MB L2 cache
to capture any locality.
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Figure 15: Comparison against ideal models.
Gearbox offers, on average (up to), 2.83× (11×) speedup per mem-

ory stack, compared to this ideal model of an in-logic-layer GPU.
The main bottleneck of in-logic-layer approaches is the limited
bandwidth in the logic layer, which is 29× lower than the band-
width of in-memory layers. Table 5 compares Gearbox against a few
non-in-memory layer approaches based on the reported speedup in
their paper on the two common algorithms evaluated by all these
accelerators (Page Rank and SSSP). The comparison overestimates
the speedup of these accelerators, as we convert their reported CPU
speedups to GPU speedups based on the GPU speedups reported
in Graphicionado[22], which has no HBM2 memory and has half
the memory bandwidth.

Tesseract [7] and GraphP [57] in Table 5 are using HMC-like con-
figuration. Our speedup against these approaches shows that our
speedup comes from our in-memory-layer design and not from us-
ing HMC-like configuration. Our speedup against these approaches
also proves that Gearbox can outperform GPUs with Fine-Grained
DRAM [40], with narrow, dedicated TSVs to each bank, similar to
HMC.
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Table 5: Speedup against non-in-memory-layer approaches.

Graphicionado[22] Tesseract[7] GraphP[57]
Per stack/chip 10.01 27.08 21.99

Per area – 13.47 10.9

7.6 The effect of load balancing
Figure 16 (a) shows that for most datasets and algorithms, labeling
0.01% of rows/columns as long can significantly improve perfor-
mance. This figure also shows that increasing the percentage only
slightly improves the performance.

We also evaluated the effect of distributing consecutive columns
(Figure 16) (b). In real-world matrices, consecutive columns (e.g.,
neighboring nodes in a graph) are most likely to get activated to-
gether. Our evaluations show that distributing consecutive columns
among subarrays in a bank (SameBank) provides, on average (up to),
22.3× (76.9×) speedup compared to storing consecutive columns in
the same subarray (SameSubarray).
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Figure 16: (a) The effect of load balancing techniques.

7.7 Power and temperature constraints
Figure 17 (a) shows that Gearbox reduces power consumption by
75%, compared to the GPU. It consumes, on average, 32.72 watts.
Our power density is 465 mW/mm2, which reduces the power den-
sity of SpaceA by 12% and is safely under the power density budget
of a PIM-based accelerator with a commodity-server active heat
sink [16, 56] and under the power budget of the PCIe/CXL periph-
eral interface. We evaluated the performance of Gearbox under
two power budgets: (i) 10W and (ii) 40W. Figure 17 (b) presents the
speedup of Gearbox under these two power budgets. To lower the
power consumption, we lower the frequency. This figure shows
that even under a restricted power budget of 10 watts, Gearbox
(with one memory stack) outperforms a high-performance GPU
(with three memory stacks), on average (up to) by 6.8× (38.65×).

Table 6: Area evaluation of Gearbox

Area𝑚𝑚2

Per two subarrays Per layerComponent
Optimistic Pessimistic Optimistic Pessimistic

Original DRAM – – – 34.95
Walkers – 0.011 – 11.26

Bank-level logic and interconnection – – – 4.56
Integer SPUs 0.0067 0.010 6.86 10.42
Float SPUs 0.0098 0.019 10.03 19.45
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Figure 17: Power and temperature constraints.

7.8 Area evaluation
Table 6 lists the optimistic and pessimistic areas of our hardware
components. Our optimistic area numbers are the ones reported
by our synthesizer, scaled to 22nm. Our pessimistic area evalua-
tion is the maximum of scaling the optimistic area for 4 layers
(using the scale factor derived from [55]) and the pessimistic area
reported by our synthesizer. For Walkers, we evaluate the area
using CACTI-3DD [10], which is equivalent to pessimistic area
evaluations. Gearbox optimistically (pessimistically) imposes 2.42%
(10.93)% area overhead compared to a prior work, Fulcrum [32].
In comparison with regular HMC memory, Gearbox optimistically
(pessimistically) imposes 73% (100)% area overhead.

7.9 Evaluation for regular kernels
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Figure 18: Speedup for regular kernels, reproduced from [34].
GearBox is based on Fulcrum. Therefore, GearBox/Fulcrum can

also support and speed up regular workloads. Figure 18 evaluates
performance for a range of regular applications from the InSi-
tuBench [2] suit. For these evaluations, both Gearbox/Fulcrum and
our bank-level SIMD have the same number of ALUs and have the
same frequency.

Gearbox provides, on average, 4.4× higher throughput than
the bank-level SIMD approach. Gearbox can also outperform
DRISA [35], a row-wide bitwise-based SIMD approach, which im-
plements arithmetic operations using bit-wise operations on hor-
izontally laid-out data, by more than two orders of magnitude.
SIMDRAM [21], another row-wide bitwise-based SIMD approach
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that implements arithmetic orations on vertically laid out data, can-
not support floating-point operations of the evaluated applications.
The vertical layout is also highly inefficient for random accesses, as
we would have to activate 32 rows to access a single 32-bit word,
one bit per row (the rest of bits in all rows will not be used).

8 RELATEDWORK
SIMD and row-wide bitwise approaches: Bank-level SIMD ap-
proaches [24, 30] or subarray-level bit-parallel and bit-serial ap-
proaches [21, 35, 43–48, 51] perform the same operation on mul-
tiple aligned words. These approaches cannot efficiently support
SpMV and SpMSpV. Section 7.9 compares Gearbox against these
approaches for regular kernels.
Logic-layer-based approaches: This category of prior works [7,
13, 37, 57] employs a few processing units with traditional or de-
coupled access/execute architectures[25] in the logic layer. These
approaches still move data along subarrays, banks, and layers, im-
posing data movement overheads. Section 7.5 discusses these ap-
proaches.
NVM-based techniques: These approaches employ NVM compu-
tation capabilities (e.g., CAM capability, analog MAC, and digital
computation capabilities) [9, 18, 58]. Due to several issues with
NVM-based approaches, including the hardware and energy over-
head of analog-to-digital/digital-to-analog converters (which can
limit the capacity to 64 MB [9]), low endurance, and high error rate,
in this paper, we have focused on DRAM-based accelerators.
Non-PIM approaches: Several ASIC and FPGA designs [12, 22,
39, 41, 42] target SpMSpV and graph processing. The advantage of
these approaches is that their performance, similar to other non-
PIM approaches, does not highly depend on the data placement in
memory. Therefore, they do not require careful offline data place-
ment. For example, they can handle load imbalance at runtime
by distributing tasks among processing elements. However, these
approaches have to transfer data from memory to the accelerator,
imposing data movement overhead. We evaluate Gearbox against
Graphicionado [22], an ASIC-based approach, in Table 5. Traditional
non-PIM techniques of reducing the cost of data movement, such
as prefetching, forwarding, and decoupled access/execute architec-
tures [25, 33] cannot reduce the energy and memory bandwidth
and only hide latency. We evaluate Gearbox against an ideal model
of these approaches in Section 7.5.

9 CONCLUSIONS AND FUTUREWORKS
Gearbox extends the range of applications that highly parallel PIM-
based accelerators can support, by proposing hardware support for
Accumulation dispatching, Hybrid partitioning, and subarray-level
random accesses.

We can envision three types of future works: (i) extending Gear-
box for other irregular kernels, (ii) applying Gearbox in an SRAM/E-
DRAM setting, (iii) augmenting Gearbox with a reliability mech-
anisms for memory technologies with higher error rate. (In this
work, we employ Gearbox for graph processing, which is toler-
ant to error and uses DRAM, where the probability of error per
byte in one month, in memory layers, is as low as 1.86375e-8 (85%
of DRAM errors caused by the memory controller and memory
channel [36])).
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